
AUDITORY PROCESSING ASSESSMENT SCORE SHEET – FORM A 
 

(Use for children at school entry to 3rd year at school, 
or for students from 4th to 10th year with learning 
difficulties, or language background other than English 
[LBOTE] who have difficulty with Form B training 
sentences) 

 

1 HEARING SCREEN
“This is a copying game. You copy me. 

 Say – green”  Wait,  prompt “green” if necessary 
 Cover mouth, use normal voice -  “red”   Mark     correct  = incorrect
 Cover mouth and whisper-   “purple”          

 Testing  Cover mouth, whisper “blue”     “yellow”       
   Praise each response “pink”     “red”            
       Pass 3/4 or 4/4              ADEQUATE HEARING  YES   NO 
         

 

2 AUDITORY PROCESSING – SENTENCES 
Normal voice say “Now copy this”    (Pause) “Cats like milk” 
If the child is correct, say “Girls can run fast” or “Boys can run fast” 
If necessary, train with shorter sentences, until child can repeat correctly 
Make sure the CD is ready at first sentence.  Say “Now copy the voice”. 
 

Testing                               words    track
You can go outside.   4      1

Cars can go very fast.   5      2
 Orange juice is nice and sweet.   6      3

The bird is building a nest.   6      4
I heard him talking to the driver.   7      5

                                                                   The naughty monkey hides behind the door.   7      6
The old lady made some tea for everyone.   8      7

Some boys are playing games in the library.   8      8
   He is worried because the green bus is late.   9      9
My class is making banana cake for the party.   9    10

   Put your rubbish in the black box behind the table.   10   11

The doctor takes her bag and quickly closes the door.   10   12

    Her brother wrote on the card but forgot to post it.   11   13

   At the beach we saw the little birds diving for fish.   11   14

Some careless person knocked over the cups and the red one broke.   12   15

After the train driver blows his whistle he drives off very fast.   12   16

We didn’t get any letters this morning because the mail truck broke down.   13   17

The second player can’t throw the ball as far as the first one.   13   18

My best friend lost her new watch while she was walking down the street.   14   19

At the beach the children made a sandcastle and decorated it with little shells.   14   20

In the kitchen, Mary makes a chocolate cake and puts thick orange icing on top.   15   21

Every morning, the ducks go hunting for snails and worms in the garden next door.   15   22

The children who go on the camping trip will need strong shoes, coats and water bottles.   16   23

My brother Thomas has a big red train that blows its whistle and runs along the track.   17   24

Bill has a caravan in his backyard with beds at one end and a kitchen at the other.   18   25

SENTENCE LENGTH________

Some training sentences: 

Fish can swim 

Come over here 

Watch me jump 

I can run fast 

It is a windy day 

This water is cold 

Sit down on the floor 

We learnt a new song 

It was raining very hard 

The score is the sentence length achieved prior to 2 consecutive incorrect answers
Name:___________________________ 

Gender: M/ F        LBOTE Y / N 

School ______     Class/grade________
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